Abstract-Historically, hardware acceleration technologies have either been application-specific, therefore lacking in flexibility, or fully programmable, thereby suffering from notable inefficiencies on an application-by-application basis. To address the growing need for domain-specific acceleration technologies, this paper describes a design methodology (i) to automatically generate a domain-specific coarse-grained array from a set of representative applications and (ii) to introduce limited forms of architectural generality to increase the likelihood that additional applications can be successfully mapped onto it. In particular, coarse-grained arrays generated using our approach are intended to be integrated into customizable processors that use applicationspecific instruction set extensions to accelerate performance and reduce energy; rather than implementing these extensions using application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) logic, which lacks flexibility, they can be synthesized onto our reconfigurable array instead, allowing the processor to be used for a variety of applications in related domains. Results show that our array is around 2× slower and 15× larger than an ultimately efficient ASIC implementation, and thus far more efficient than fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs), which are known to be 3-4× slower and 20-40× larger. Additionally, we estimate that our array is usually around 2× larger and 2× slower than an accelerator synthesized using traditional datapath merging, which has, if any, very limited flexibility beyond the design set of DFGs.
among others. Algorithms can be applied to merge the hardware implementations of accelerators that are always used independently in order to reduce area [1] , [2] . This approach can create multioperational datapaths for a fixed set of applications; however, it alone does not provide greater flexibility, as the user of such a system may wish to accelerate additional applications that were not considered at design time.
For a given application, the ideal accelerator minimizes the disparities in terms of performance, energy consumption, and area in comparison to an ASIC implementation of the accelerated functionality; flexibility, which is required to accommodate late design changes or new applications in the same domain, impose unavoidable overheads that must be minimized. The requirements for flexible accelerators are not well formulated; however, it is also clear that many system designers and project managers in the semiconductor industry would desire such solutions. FPGAs, for example, provide high flexibility, but suffer from incredibly poor logic density, even when system designers make good usage of DSP blocks, block RAMs, and transceivers. Thus, it is hardly surprising that despite many efforts, no high-volume commercially successful product, to date, has successfully embedded FPGAs into ASIC design flows. At the other end of the spectrum, datapath merging [1] , [2] offers limited overhead in the form of multiplexers inserted into the datapath, but offers no flexibility in terms of being able to accelerate applications that were not conceived at design time. The objective of this paper is to introduce flexibility into the design process of domainspecific accelerators, in a context in which only a subset of the applications that require acceleration are known at design time. We have developed a methodology to generate a domainspecific coarse-grained array from a set of data flow graphs (DFGs) from an application domain, and then to introduce additional flexibility. The approach guarantees that all of the initial set of DFGs can map successfully onto the array, and tries to increase the likelihood that structurally similar DFGs from similar domains can map successfully as well. This problem is loosely defined and poorly articulated in the general case, as there may be little or no similarity between the DFGs used to generate the datapath and the additional DFGs that map onto it. Therefore, it is important that the designers have a good understanding of the properties of the application domain under consideration, as well as the limitations of the approach, when using it to generate a domain-specific array. Our experiments demonstrate that the vast majority of DFGs 0278-0070/$31.00 c 2013 IEEE Fig. 1 . Limitations of classic datapath merging [1] , [2] . Two sample data-flow graphs from (a) a two-pixels SAD and (b) radix-2 FFT butterfly. The M nodes represent accesses to some form of memory (register files, stream buffer, etc.) and are not part of the datapaths. A typical result of merging these two graphs would result in (c). Unfortunately, the data-flow graph (d), a 3 × 3 image convolution, cannot be mapped onto the merged datapath despite the fact that the resources are almost the same and the connectivity is very similar. The interconnections shaded in (d) are missing in the merged datapath (c).
can be mapped onto the arrays that are generated by our algorithm for the other DFGs of the same application domain. Besides, the results show that our flexible arrays are around 2× larger and 2× slower than an accelerator synthesized using well-known datapath merging technique [1] . At the same time, these domain-specific arrays are only about 2× slower and 15× larger than an ASIC implementation of a single DFG in isolation, and thus far more efficient than FPGAs, which are known to be 3-4× slower and 20-40× larger [5] .
II. Flexibility, or The Lack Thereof... In order to illustrate the problem that motivates this paper, Fig. 1 (a) and (b) shows two DFGs. The former corresponds to a sum of absolute differences (SAD), widely used for motion estimation in video compression, while the latter corresponds a radix-2 butterfly, which is a building block of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Fig. 1(c) shows the result of merging the two datapaths, with multiplexers inserted; this datapath can be configured to execute either DFG [1] , [2] . Now, suppose that we want to execute an image convolution DFG, shown in Fig. 1(d) , which arguably belongs to the same application domain. Although the merged datapath in Fig. 1(c) contains all of the necessary resources, its fixed connectivity is insufficient to implement the desired functionality: the shaded paths cannot be mapped onto the datapath. This paper, an extension to our previous work [6] , strives to introduce additional flexibility during the process by which the first two DFGs are merged. The cost of doing so is the addition of extra operators and interconnect resources, which increase the area and delay of the resulting datapath; however, the additional resources also increase the likelihood that new DFGs, not considered in the datapath design, can be mapped onto it.
III. Selective Flexibility
We understand flexibility as the ability to capture and implement the computational structures that are characteristic of a specific application domain. We call the flexibility selective because these computational structures are characterized, and thus restricted, by 1) the type of operations, 2) their number, and 3) their interconnections. In terms of these parameters, we expect application domains to be relatively homogeneous: Fig. 2 . Our flow to synthesize domain-specific datapaths. First we create from various application DFGs a column of operators appropriate to implement them all. Then we replicate the column to create a regular array to place DFG nodes. Finally, we add an FPGA-like statically configured routing network to route complete DFGs.
FFTs, DCTs, and similar signal-processing primitives use similar operators for essentially similar computations, irrespective of various important implementation choices. In these cases, a high degree of generality can be achieved at a reasonable area overhead and a limited performance cost. Our technique analyzes different applications input by the designer, attempts to distill the essential computational structures and connectivity in a dedicated reconfigurable array, and then makes it possible to map new applications on the datapath. Of course, the generality of the resulting datapath will heavily depend on how well the original applications cover the spectrum of computational structures of the target domain. Fig. 2 illustrates the fundamental steps in our solution to capture the key features of a number of applications, represented by their DFGs. Firstly, we fix the type and sequence of operations supported in the datapath by defining a supersequence. The supersequence is an ordered sequence of operators, which includes all the sequences of operations present in the input applications. Two operators form a sequence if there exist a sequence of vertices connected by edges between these two operator nodes. These sequences are assumed to be inherent to the target domain and, once a supersequence is created, we consider it very likely that all sequences found in new DFGs belonging to the same domain will be already included. Secondly, we fix the total number of operators implemented in our reconfigurable datapath in the shape of a rectangular array. The supersequence is the basic construction block: our array is composed by N r ×N c operators, where each column is composed by the operators in the supersequence (N r , the number of rows, is thus the length of the supersequence). Then, N c (the number of columns) is the number of times that the basic column needs to be replicated for a successful mapping of the training set of DFGs. The interconnect among the operators is inspired by FPGAs, but uses 32-bit buses rather than bitbased connections [7] to reduce the amount of configuration storage. The reconfiguration of the datapath is achieved by shifting in configuration bits and storing them in configuration memory cells. It is essentially achieved as in any FPGA and in many coarser grain statically programmed arrays, and is not addressed in detail in this paper. Applications are statically mapped on the datapath, much as in an FPGA; reconfiguration happens only before execution of one of the applications.
By defining such a datapath array, we expect to provide the computational structures that enable a high degree of generality for a particular domain at a reasonably small overhead (unused operators, redundant interconnect, etc.). In the following sections, we describe in detail the different parts of our technique to generate automatically the datapath from a collection of DFGs, before proceeding to an empirical evaluation of its capabilities.
IV. Path Fusion
The basic building block of our regular datapath is the column of the array, which contains all types of operators occurring in the training set of DFGs. We call path fusion the process of defining the number of the operators and how they are sequenced in the column. To perform path fusion, we first enumerate all paths of input DFGs, i.e., all sequences of DFG vertices (operators) connected by edges, such that the first node in the sequence is an input port while the last node is an output port. Then, we create a single sequence of nodes (supersequence) such that all those paths are subsequences of it, i.e., they can be derived from the supersequence by deleting some elements, without changing the order of the remaining elements. The described process of designing the datapath column reminds us of one of the classical problems in computer science-finding the shortest common supersequence (SCS). However, to capture generality at a reasonable cost the supersequence should not only be short, but also have small area. We have implemented two algorithms. The first is a modified version of a well-known algorithm for finding a SCS [8] , and the second is based on reusing the maximum area common subsequence (MACSeq) metric of existing graph-merging algorithms [1] .
A. Algorithm Based on a Modified Weighted Majority Merge Algorithm for Finding the Shortest Common Supersequence
Branke et al. [8] formulated the problem of finding the SCS as follows: given a finite set of strings L over an alphabet , find a string of minimal length that is a supersequence of each Fig. 3 . Steps in our algorithm for finding the shortest common supersequence based on weighted majority merge heuristic. The operators highlighted in gray are selected for appending to the supersequence (SSeq). Once appended, they are removed from the paths. string in L. A string is a finite sequence of symbols chosen from an alphabet, or, in our case, a path in the application DFG. One of the most well known heuristics for finding a SCS is the majority merge (MM) [9] , which builds the supersequence starting from the empty string as follows. It looks at the first symbol in each string in L and chooses the most frequent one, removes it from the strings where it has been found as the first symbol, and appends it to the supersequence. The process is repeated until all strings are emptied. However, MM does not take into account different string lengths, and it is clear that one should focus first on the longer ones. Branke et al. [8] propose three new heuristics. Our algorithm builds upon their heuristic H1, namely weighted majority merge (WMM), which makes decisions based on the sum of weights of symbol occurrences at the front of the strings. Originally, the weight of a symbol is the length of the string suffix, excluding the symbol itself. Our heuristic differs in that we strive to find a minimum area supersequence rather than the minimum length one, thus we calculate the weight of the symbol as the sum of the area of the operator implementing that symbol and of the areas of all following symbols in the same path. If there are multiple candidates, the algorithm takes the one with the longer string suffix. The algorithm steps are as follows: 1) initialize the supersequence to the empty sequence and enumerate all paths of each DFG; 2) choose the candidate operator op by computing the sum of weights for all operators at the front of the paths and by finding the one that maximizes this sum, and append op to the supersequence; 3) update all paths by removing op from the front; 4) repeat steps 2) and 3) until all paths are empty. Fig. 3 illustrates the process of finding the supersequence (SSeq) for the DFGs shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) . Excluding for simplicity one-node paths, the first DFG has one path P 1 = {S, A, A}, while the second DFG has four different paths, P 2 = {M, S, A}, P 3 = {M, S, S}, P 4 = {M, A, A}, and P 5 = {M, A, S}. Here, S represents subtraction, A addition, and M multiplication 1 . Assuming that the areas of the different operators are related as M > S > A, the maximum weighted sum is found for the multiplier M, which is then inserted into the SSeq and removed from the paths P 2,3,4,5 . Next, the maximum weighted sum is found for the subtractor, and it is appended to the SSeq and removed from P 1,2,3 . Then, the adder is selected, appended to the SSeq and removed from P 1,2,4,5 . Next, between an adder and subtractor, the subtractor is selected due to its higher area (S > A). Finally, only the adder remains, so the final supersequence generated by the algorithm becomes SS eq = {M, S, A, S, A}.
B. Algorithm Based on Reusing the Maximum Area Common Subsequence Metric of Graph-Merging Algorithms
Besides the algorithm presented in the previous subsection, we propose another heuristic, where we reuse the maximum area common subsequence (MACSeq) metric of other existing graph-merging algorithms [1] to give priority in the path fusion to those paths that contain the MACSeq of operators. This way we strive to minimize the total area of the supersequence. The algorithm is as follows.
1) Enumerate all paths of each input DFG and group them into multiple sets depending on their length (number of nodes). 2) Starting from the set having the longest paths, perform pairwise search for the MACSeq between paths, using the algorithm for finding the longest common subsequence (LCS) [10] and calculating the LCS area as the sum of areas of its operators. Since the result of the LCS search algorithm depends on the order of input paths P i and P j , i = j, we run it for both (P i , P j ) and (P j , P i ). If there are multiple pairs of paths sharing the MACSeq, this step reports the pair that was found first. Additionally, it always reports the order of paths P i and P j used by LCS search algorithm for which the MACSeq was found. 3) Perform path fusion on the ordered pair of paths (P i , P j ) sharing the MACSeq. To fuse the two paths, we begin by aligning all their respective nodes belonging to the MACSeq (see Fig. 4 ). Then, the fused path is initialized to the MACSeq, aligned as in paths P i and P j . Finally, we add to the fused path all nodes of P i and P j not belonging to the MACSeq. For this, we add the nodes into the fused path in the same relative position with respect to the MACSeq as in the original path, adding first the nodes of P i and, after them, those of P j . Once the fused path is obtained, it replaces P i and P j in the set of paths to fuse. 4) Repeat 2) and 3) until only one path is left in the set. 5) Move the resulting path to the next set containing the paths of smaller length and repeat 2) to 5) until only one path is left: the supersequence. In practice, the fused path converges quickly into the supersequence, as the shorter paths are most likely already contained in previously fused longer paths.
In Fig. 4 , we describe how this algorithm is implemented on the same DFGs used for Fig. 3 : As explained in Section IV-A, we find the following five paths from the two DFGs: P 1 = {S, A, A}, P 2 = {M, S, A}, P 3 = {M, S, S}, P 4 = {M, A, A}, and P 5 = {M, A, S}. In this case, our algorithm groups all the paths in the same set because they all have the same length. To find the MACSeq, one should remember that the areas of the different operators are related as M > S > A. Accordingly, the MACSeq corresponds to {M, S}, which is contained in P 2 , P 3 , and P 5 . The first pair that reports MACSeq is (P 2 , P 3 ). Therefore, we fuse P 2 with P 3 , resulting in P 23 = {M, S, A, S}. The next found MACSeq is {M, A, S} found for the pair of paths (P 5 , P 23 ), resulting in fused path P 523 = {M, S, A, S}. Similarly, the next path selected for fusing is P 4 , so the fused path becomes P 4523 = {M, S, A, A, S}. Finally, the only remaining path, P 1 , is selected. This path is already included in P 4523 , so the supersequence SSeq becomes P 14523 = {M, S, A, A, S}.
C. Algorithm Complexities
The algorithms for finding the supersequence involve enumerating all paths of the input DFGs. In the worst-case, this may lead to enumerating an exponential number of paths, and thus reaching exponential algorithm complexity. Yet, most DFGs derived from real applications do not exhibit this property, despite having relatively large number of nodes. However, if the number of paths in a graph were to be exponential, one could design a heuristic to limit the number of enumerated paths. For example, one could enumerate the unique paths in a graph using a straightforward application of topological sort, and then insert a thresholding mechanism to decide between proceeding with exhaustive or limited enumeration, depending on the number of paths found. In our experiments, we observe a relatively low (in the order of a millisecond) execution time of both supersequence generation algorithms, regardless of the size of the input DFG. Therefore, we do not constrain the number of enumerated paths.
V. Array Generation
Once the supersequence is generated, a column of corresponding operators is formed and replicated N c times, to create our datapath array. To find a minimum value of N c such that all input DFGs can be mapped, we initially assume to have unlimited size of the array. Then we try mapping input DFGs one by one, and finally calculate the minimum number of columns needed to assure successful mapping for all those DFGs. This value is N c . Of course, to provide generality beyond the size of the input set of DFGs, our algorithm can apply some oversizing factor to enlarge the minimum value of N c . The amount of oversizing factor can be provided by the designer or devised automatically by the algorithm, based on the characteristics of the input DFGs, as follows. To find a small oversizing factor promising good generality, we measure the minimum oversizing which would have been necessary to implement any of the given DFGs as if it were not part of the initial set. More specifically, let us assume that the designer has provided a set G containing N DFGs. For each DFG D i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) from G, we create a set G i containing all DFGs except D i . Then we do path fusion on all paths in G i to find the supersequence. The difference between the number of columns in the array needed to provide enough space to map D i and the number of columns in the array sufficient to map all DFGs in G i is the candidate oversize factor oversize i . The maximum of all candidate oversize i factors, where i is in the range 1 ≤ i ≤ N, is the final column oversize factor. Yet, in our experiments, presented in Section VII, we do not oversize the number of columns in the array.
VI. Interconnect Dimensioning
Once the datapath is generated, we need to add routing resources. We use standard FPGA-like interconnections [11] organized in word-size buses [7] inside horizontal and vertical routing channels. To measure the minimal number of routing tracks needed, we place and route every DFG. Of course, good placement is key, since the minimum channel width to guarantee routability heavily depends on it. While developing the algorithm, we first implemented node-to-node connections between operators in the neighboring rows of the array to make the routing network resemble the edges in graph layouts of all input DFGs, and FPGA-like vertical routing channels for connecting nodes placed in distant rows. Then, to make regular routing network between neighboring rows, we would replicate and distribute within the horizontal channel every type (depending on the length and direction of the connection) of connections that were suggested by the graph layout to be used in that channel. However, the possibility to route a new graph on the array was poor, since the routing network was not rich enough. Therefore, we decided to use FPGA-like interconnections in both horizontal and vertical channels.
A. Placement
To leverage on the topological regularity existing in DFGs belonging to the same domain we select a placement algorithm that mimics effective graph drawing algorithms, as other researchers have done before us [12] . These algorithms usually keep graph edges as short as possible, to minimize the number of edge crossings and emphasize symmetries. Such features are particularly important for our array, which is clearly built in such a way as to require a top-down layout of the graphs and with complete horizontal homogeneity. We use the algorithm implemented in dot [13] , which is an open source tool for laying out hierarchical drawings of directed graphs. For simplicity, we actually use directly dot to implement the placement. To dot, we give first a description of the supersequence (the target datapath column) and then the DFG nodes grouped by rows to place them in. Each node in the supersequence is assigned a rank, where rank refers to the row in the datapath array created by replicating that node: the first node in the SSeq has rank N r (where N r equals the number of rows in the datapath), while the last node in the SSeq has rank one. We use the rank to constrain the layout so that nodes are placed in rows with the appropriate operators.
To decide the row in which to place a node, we regroup nodes by their depths. Since nodes can belong to multiple paths, we define the depth of a node as the maximum length of a path from input ports to the node, among all paths containing that node. Then, we apply the following top-down approach, where top refers to the highest-ranked row. 1) Group nodes by depth. Start from the group of nodes having the minimum depth d, i.e., the inputs. 2) For all nodes in the selected group, do the following. a) If the node is a part of a binary tree, assign it to the row with the same operator type and the rank equal or lower than predecessor rows (Fig. 5 ). b) If the node is not a part of a binary tree, assign it to the row with the correct operators having lower rank than predecessor rows. 3) Move to the group of nodes having depth d + 1. 4) Repeat steps 2) and 3) until all nodes are assigned to a row. In DSP applications it is often the case that nodes belong to a binary tree, due to accumulation of partial results. Therefore, step 2) of the placement algorithm helps reducing the tree height, thus increasing the overall row utilization. Notice that, by construction of the supersequence and of the array, all nodes can always be placed greedily on the rows of the array as described above. Due to the binary tree optimization, some rows may never be used by any of the input DFGs, and are then automatically removed from the array to conserve area (Fig. 5) . Removing rows from the array this way has no effect on its ability to support new sequences of operators belonging to other applications, as long as the resources available are sufficient. (Table I) in (a) is laid out (b) with appropriate constraints and parameters to suggest a detailed placement on the array. After snapping the horizontal placement to the columns, the final placement (c) is achieved (shown after routing by VPR in the figure).
In Fig. 6 , a subgraph of DFG D 7 used in the experimental evaluation (Section VII) is shown. Nodes 1, 2, 5, and 6 perform addition/subtraction. Nodes 3 and 4 perform multiplication. Let us assume that the supersequence obtained by merging D 7 with other DFGs is the sequence {M, AS, M, AS, L, AS} where M stands for multiplication, AS for addition/subtraction, and L for left/right shift. The first node in the supersequence has rank 6 (there are 6 rows in the datapath), while the last node has rank 1. Node depths are marked on the subgraph shown on the left-nodes 1 and 2 have the lowest depth, and perform operation AS. They are assigned the highest ranked row of adders/subtractors, the row with rank r = 5. Nodes 3 and 4 have depth d = 2. They can be assigned to the row with rank r = 6 or the row with rank r = 4; however, following the top-down approach, they are assigned to the row with rank r = 4 because it is lower than the rank of the rows of predecessor nodes 1 and 2. Similarly, node 5 is assigned the row with rank r = 3. Node 6 belongs to a binary tree and thus its predecessor, node 5, performs the same operation. Therefore, to minimize the tree height, node 6 is assigned the row with rank r = 3, the same as the predecessor.
Once we give to dot the supersequence and DFG nodes with their ranks assigned, dot is forced to place operators only within the rows, without the possibility to move any operator from one row to another. After the placement, horizontal node coordinates are further scaled and rounded to represent columns of the reconfigurable array. First, the leftmost node in the graph placed by dot is placed into the left most column of the array. All other nodes are placed relative to this node, trying to keep the distances among nodes proportional to those in dot placement. The center coordinates of nodes are rounded to the closest integer value, to represent the coordinates of array columns. To avoid two nodes occupying a single column, we rely on the characteristic of dot, which is not to overlap nodes. Therefore, we set the rectangular shape of the nodes and the width of nodes such that their centers, when rounded to the closest integer, can never have the same value. However, if the nodes are too distant and thus cannot fit the array after rounding, we perform rescaling of the dot placement. Knowing the maximum possible distance between nodes in the array and the distance suggested by dot, we calculate the scaling factor and multiply all node coordinates by it, except the left most node coordinate, since this node is always placed in the left most column of the array. Finally, we round the coordinates to the closest integer again. After rescaling, it could happen that two nodes would desire to occupy a single column; our algorithm then redistributes nodes within columns so that there are no conflicts, at the same time trying to keep the distances among nodes as proportional as possible to the distances in the suggested placement by dot. An example of placement by dot is shown in Fig. 7 .
B. Routing
To route the design, and to find the minimum channel width necessary to successfully route a placed DFG, we use VPR, a classic open-source FPGA tool for placement and routing of parameterized architectures [11] , which we adapt to our purposes. Since VPR is naturally meant for FPGA bit-based connectivity and our reconfigurable array uses a uniform bitwidth of 32 bits, we assume that each wire in VPR actually represents a 32-bit bus connection, as all bits in the bus will follow the same route [7] . Additionally, we represent all DFG nodes as 2-input 1-output configurable logic blocks composed of a single subblock and assign 2 input/output ports per column of the array [7] . For all DFGs, we run VPR with the appropriate placement calculated through dot (see Section VI-A), the netlist, and the appropriate architecture description. Since we expect that our regular and ordered placement requires mostly the short-distance communication, we choose to use only the routing segments of length one. These short segments provide higher chances for successful routing (i.e., favor generality) while keeping the channel width as low as possible. Additionally, we set VPR to use constant width routing channels regardless of the routing direction. After routing all DFGs, VPR reports the minimum channel width for which a legal routing solution can be found for each of them. We take the maximum of these values to be the channel width of the resulting datapath, as it is the smallest value that admits a legal place-and-route solution for all of the benchmarks used in the generation process. At this point, the array is completely specified. Similarly to the array oversizing described in Section V, the designer has the possibility to define a channel-width oversizing factor to increase the routability of the final datapath beyond the minimum; the cost is the additional area. In our experiments, presented in the next section, we do not oversize the routing channels.
VII. Experimental Results
In this section, we assess the performance of our method. First we compare the two algorithms for finding an area efficient supersequence. Then we measure the generality of our domain-specific arrays and provide an insight into the drawbacks of the current implementation. Additionally, we analyze the effects of grouping the various domains on the generality and on the total area of the arrays. Finally, we compare the area of the array and critical path delay of applications when mapped onto it with respect to ASIC, FPGA, and a well known datapath merging technique [1] .
Although we do not perform experimental evaluation of energy consumption of the domain-specific arrays, it is clear that the methodology itself inherently promises good performance and low energy consumption due to two factors. Firstly, at the level of the computational units, we implement them using standard cells and thus they are as high performance and power efficient as they can be in a semicustom design flow, and certainly significantly better than in FPGAs. Secondly, at the level of interconnections among nodes, the methodology strives to achieve short and regular routing, therefore helping shortening the critical path and keeping power consumption to a minimum while using minimal resources.
We selected 19 different DFGs from applications available in benchmarks and commercial libraries [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] covering various classic signal and image processing computations (FFT, DCT, IDCT, FIR, IIR, autocorrelation, etc.). On all DFGs, we perform loop unrolling using different unrolling factors, to generate DFGs of various size. To achieve the best array utilization, we unroll DFGs so that they require the similar number of columns in the array for high area operators, such as multipliers. Therefore, we unroll until the maximum number of multipliers per depth (Section VI-A) for every DFG is similar. 
A. Comparing the Performance of the Algorithms for Finding the Area-Efficient Supersequence
To compare the two algorithms for finding the area-efficient supersequence (Section IV), we run them on all sets of DFGs in Table II , and report the ratio between the area of the supersequence generated using the algorithm based on reusing the MACSeq and the area of the supersequence generated using the modified weighted majority merge algorithm. To estimate Fig. 8 . Ratio between the area of the SSeq generated using the algorithm based on reusing the MACSeq and the area of the SSeq generated using the modified WMM algorithm. The former algorithm achieves superior results, and is thus used in the rest of the experimental evaluation of our methodology. the area of every operator, we did synthesis, placement, and routing using a 65 nm standard cell library. The area of the supersequence is the sum of areas of its nodes (operators). The sorted area ratios are shown in Fig. 8 . The results show that the algorithm based on reusing the MACSeq metric is superior, since the generated supersequences are at least as area-efficient as those generated by the modified WMM algorithm, for all groups. This may be attributed to the fact that MACSeq heuristic is most directly related to the goal of minimizing area because it performs a greedy selection based on the actual richest mergeable sequences, while WMM bases the same selection on the available opportunity (cumulative area of the units after the merged nodes) without really assessing whether this opportunity will translate in actual merging. Finally, we have decided to use the MACSeq heuristic for the rest of the experimental evaluation of our methodology.
To estimate the overhead in the column length compared to the longest path in dataflow graphs, we perform the following experiment. For each of the groups G 1A to G 4A , we generate a domain-specific array using our methodology and the MACSeq algorithm. Then, we measure the supersequence length and compare it to the length of the longest path found in DFGs belonging to a group. The results show that in 6 out of 15 groups (40% of all cases) the supersequence is actually shorter than the longest path by at least 11% up to 50%. Therefore, our algorithm finds supersequences which are not significantly longer than the longest path in the considered DFGs. Additionally, the tree height minimization procedure is the reason why the array column length is shorter than the longest path, because it removes unused rows of the array. However, in the remaining nine cases, the supersequence was longer than the longest path, but only up to 25%.
B. Generality
For each of groups G 1A to G 4A , we measure the generality of the created reconfigurable array as follows: if N is the number of DFGs in group G, we remove in turn each DFG D ∈ G from G itself and create the array from the remaining N−1 DFGs. Then we try to map D onto the datapath following the same place&route flow used for generation (Section VI) with the exception that the channel width is now known and fixed. The generality for group G is thus defined as the ratio of the number of successfully mapped excluded DFGs in the N experiments to the total number of DFGs N. The results are shown in Table II : generality is higher than 75% in most of the cases. The possible reasons a DFGs can fail mapping are the following: insufficient number of columns or ports in the array, failed routing due to insufficient channel width, or limited generality of the supersequence leading to insufficient number of rows in the array for successful mapping. Some of these reasons caused mapping failures in our experimental setup and are discussed below.
1) Limited Generality of the Supersequence:
In each group at least one DFG has failed the top-down placement (see Section VI-A) due to lack of rows in the datapath. Since the main idea is that the SSeq should capture the computational characteristics of the domain, its generality highly depends on how well the input DFGs represent the domain.
2) Insufficient Channel Width:
In group G 4A , DFG D 6 was unsuccessfully routed. The channel width in the datapath was set to four buses per horizontal/vertical routing channel, which was the minimum needed for successful routing of the remaining DFGs in the group. Our algorithm allows the designer to define the channel width oversizing factor (see Section VI-B), and thus increase the routability at the expense of higher area allocated for routing resources. However, due to the regularity of the routing network, only a small increase in channel width provides high increase in the probability for successful routing. After increasing the channel width for additional two buses beyond the minimum, which is conservative because VPR restricts the number of buses to an even number, DFG D 6 was successfully routed, while the generality for group G 4A increased from 89% to 95%. To estimate how often constraining the channel width to a minimum needed value leads to routing failures, we measure generality when the channel width is not limited. The column labeled Gen. in Table II summarizes the results and shows that the generality increased in 20% of all tests.
3) Insufficient Number of Columns or Ports: Since we fix the array size fairly tightly based on the input DFGs, if the excluded DFG needs even a little more space to fit into the datapath, mapping may be impossible. One way to avoid this problem is to use the automatic column oversizing introduced in Section V, or to manually define the total number of columns of the final array. By increasing the number of columns beyond the minimum one gets more computational and routing resources, and thus an increased generality, at the cost of increasing the array size. Additionally, increased array size allows DFG mappings to resemble more the dot mapping, which is usually scaled horizontally by our algorithm to fit narrow arrays. The problem of insufficient number of ports is analogous, because we assume two input/output ports per column of the array (Section VI-B). To estimate how often constraining the number of columns and ports to a minimum needed value leads to mapping failures, we measure generality when the array size is not limited. The column labeled Gen. in Table II summarizes the results and shows that the generality increased in 33% of all tests.
C. Array Size and Utilization
For each group in Table II , we generated a reconfigurable array following our methodology. Table II shows the obtained array dimensions (the number of rows N r and the number of columns N c ) and minimum channel width. The minimum array size was found for group G 1A , storing the DFGs belonging to the same domain: 3 rows × 15 columns. Predictably, the maximum array size was found for group G 4A , storing all domains at once: 15 rows × 24 columns. The number of columns in an array is the minimum needed to enable successful mapping of all DFGs in the domain. Therefore, when two or more domains are joined, the new array will have the number of columns equal to the maximum of all values N c found for each domain separately. For example, groups G 1B and G 1C need 15 or 24 columns, respectively, for successful mapping of all their DFGs. Hence, the union of those two groups G 2D needs at least 24 columns in the array. To find the array area utilization for every group, we estimated the area of the array and the area occupied by DFGs when mapped onto it. For that purpose, we synthesized, placed, and routed individually all the operations found in the DFGs using the gate implementations of a 65 nm standard cell library. For each operation, we provided the possibility to use either the direct output or a registered output. Added pipelining registers are organized as bypassable registers placed after every functional unit, as in FPGAs. To estimate the routing area, we used VPR. Since VPR does not natively support bus-based connections, we used an appropriate technology configuration file along with the real number of wires required. This approach conservatively overestimates the routing area because VPR assumes that each wire can be routed independently, whereas our array uses bus-based interconnects. The maximum and average area utilization per groups are shown in Table II . Maximum area utilization ranges from 30%, for the array generated for all domains at once (G 4A ), up to 78% for the array generated for group G 1C , storing the DFGs belonging to the same domain. Highest values of average area utilizations are found for groups G 1A and G 1C , each storing the DFGs belonging to a particular domain. The more domains get mixed within a group, the more average area utilization decreases, indicating that our methodology is optimized to provide area-efficient domain-specific arrays.
D. Routing Network Characteristics
The routing network is comprised of wiring segments of length one, distributed among vertical and horizontal routing channels, which all have constant channel width. The ratio of the area dedicated for routing resources to the total array area is shown in Table II , and it is in the range 28-45%, where higher ratios were found for the arrays having higher channel width. Interestingly, these results are significantly better than what is reported in programmable logic devicesaccording to the paper by Feng and Kaptanogly from Actel Corporation [19] up to 90% of a Programmable Logic Device chip is occupied by the programmable interconnect, including wires, switches, and configuration bits.
Since the array uses only four or six buses per routing channel (Table II) , it is not immediately clear if having different segment lengths in routing channels (as in FPGAs) might help increasing the generality and/or decreasing the array area. To get a sense, we reran the experiments, but with a routing network using both segments of the length one and of the length two (note that our regular and ordered placement requires less long-distance communication). When using mixed segment lengths the array requires channel width six to successfully route all DFGs (four is no longer enough). Consequently, increased routing opportunities lead to increased generality (in two groups out of 15), but also to a slight increase in the array area of 5-7% (in 7 out of 15 groups). Additionally, various segment lengths in some cases lead to reduced routing opportunities and thus decreased generality (in two groups out of 15). Only for those arrays where channel width was not affected by introducing segments of the length two the total area of the array was decreased for about 10% (in 8 out of 15 groups). Therefore, it seems that there is no true and clear superiority of using segments of different length.
E. Effects of Grouping the Domains on Generality and Area
The technique we present in this paper aims at generating domain-specific arrays. To verify that it is well tailored for that purpose, we have performed the following tests: we generated the arrays for each individual domain, for all combinations of two or three domains, and for all domains at once. For each of these arrays we measured the generality and area. The results are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 . The former figure shows that increasing the number of domains at the input leads to increased generality, due to larger and thus richer input set of DFGs. Twelve out of 15 groupings achieve generality higher than 70%. Only two groups with four DFGs, G 1A and G 1B (in Table II ), achieve generality equal to 50%, due to a very small set of input DFGs. Fig. 10 Fig . 9 . Generality of the array for different combinations of domains. Increasing the number of domains leads to increased generality, due to increased input set size. However, even for single domains the generality is reasonably high, at least 50%. Fig. 10 . Area of the array generated for each individual domain and the combinations of any two, three, or four domains, normalized to the area of the array created for all domains at once. Increasing the number of domains per group leads to increased area. But, when generated for individual domains, the array is considerably smaller and thus area efficient, proving that our methodology effectively tailors the array to the domain. Fig. 11 . Effect of dividing the input set of DFGs into two, three, or four sets on the total area needed to accommodate generated arrays. The group G 4A storing all DFGs was divided into two, three, or four disjoint groups and the sum of areas of generated arrays was measured. This sum was then normalized to the area of the array created for all four domains at once. The results indicate that the single array generated for all domains at once is the most area efficient solution compared to any multiple-array solution.
shows the array areas normalized to the area of the array generated for all domains at once. Clearly, increasing the number of domains systematically leads to increased area. However, when generated for individual domains, the array is considerably smaller, proving that our methodology is indeed optimized to provide domain-specific arrays.
If input DFGs belong to various domains, one may wonder whether it is more area efficient to generate a single reconfigurable array out of all DFGs, or it is better to divide the input set of DFGs into two or more disjoint sets and generate the same number of arrays. Therefore, we performed the following experiments, relying on the way groupings in Table II were formed. For example, group G 4A storing all DFGs can be represented as a union of the following two disjoint sets-
Or it can be represented as a union of the following three disjoint sets-
This way, we divided the input set of four domains into two or three sets, and measured the sum of areas of the obtained arrays. Finally, we normalized the results to the area of the array generated for all domains at once, thus representing a possible solution for a design which needs to cover all domains. The results shown in Fig. 11 indicate that it is more area efficient to create one instead of multiple domain-specific arrays (one per each domain). This evidences the fact that even though the original DFGs belong to four different domains, they actually share many common computation characteristics that can still be exploited by our methodology to build a rather efficient array.
F. Area/Delay Oversize Compared to ASIC
Next, we estimated the reconfigurable array area and delay and compared with a 65 nm standard cell ASIC implementation. For our array, we proceeded as explained in Section VII-C. For all DFGs D 1 -D 19 we assumed, to our disadvantage, that their ASIC implementations require no routing area besides the area required for the operators and pipeline registers, and that all shifts are by a constant value and can be implemented via wiring in the ASIC. Similarly, we assumed that the delay of the ASIC implementation is only the delay through the critical path of the components of the DFG, and ignored routing delays. To estimate the routing delay and the area of the array, we used VPR.
The overall results are shown in Fig. 12 . The gray area marked as FPGA represents the area/delay space where results would be expected if DFGs were to be mapped on an FPGA, achieving perfect generality if enough LUTs are present in the architecture. The boundaries of the FPGA area roughly correspond to the data published by Kuon and Rose [5] . Their study provides detailed experimental measurements of the differences between FPGAs and ASICs in terms of logic density, circuits speed, and power consumption for core logic. Kuon and Rose's results [5] show that for circuits containing only look-up table-based logic and flip-flops, the ratio of silicon area required to implement them in FPGAs and ASICs is on average 32× when hard DSP blocks are not used, whereas it decreases to 24× when these blocks are used. These numbers present an optimistic lower bound on the area gap because they assume that all logic array blocks can be fully utilized. Additionally, they report the critical path delay ratio to be on average 3.4× when hard DSP blocks are used, and even a slightly higher ratio, around 3.5×, when these blocks are used in the design. Our results show that the majority of the DFGs result in arrays with an area up to 15× larger than the corresponding ASIC area, and thus significantly more area-efficient than FPGAs with DSP blocks, due to the usage of specialized coarse grain operators. Additionally, the average delay increase compared to ASICs is less than 2×, which is again superior to FPGAs with DSP blocks, due to our efficient Fig. 12 . Area/delay ratio of the arrays generated from all DFGs in the group except the removed DFG, with respect to an ASIC design of the DFG removed from the group. The datapath is usually up to 20× larger and up to 2× slower than the corresponding ASIC design (with some deviations in extreme cases). The results are clustered by the number of domains in the group (Table II) . The shaded FPGA zone is as reported in prior studies [5] .
word-based communication network. Hence, we succeed in populating the area-delay design space that currently separates ASIC from FPGA implementations while still providing a high generality. However, there are two DFGs that have high area ratio compared to their ASIC implementation-DFGs D 12 and D 13 . They do not contain high-area operators, such as multipliers. Consequently, the results in Fig. 12 appear skewed, but these data points can be treated as outliers.
Clearly, our approach of using custom-designed coarsegrained operands as basic building blocks results in both reduced area and improved critical path delay compared to using fine-grained FPGA fabric. Additionally, the amount of configuration storage for both operands and routing network decreases significantly due to our bus-based connectivity, where wires do not need to be configured independently.
G. Area/Delay Oversize Compared to Datapath Merging
To estimate the area and delay oversize of the domainspecific reconfigurable arrays compared with the datapathmerging methodology, we implemented the algorithm introduced by Brisk et al. [1] . More recent datapath merging algorithm presented by Zuluaga and Topham [2] is based on the same algorithm, but it introduces new features that are not directly relevant to this paper. Namely, they introduce latency constraints in the merging process to explore the space of possible implementation alternatives instead of trying to find a unique solution, while the datapath merging by Brisk is focusing on maximizing the area savings. Due to high complexity of DFGs under the test, we had to modify the methodology in [1] to improve the runtime.
Datapath merging algorithm [1] assumes as an input a set of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) G = {G 1 , G 2 , . .., G n } and has two phases, global and local, that repeat and alternate until all DAGs are not merged, or there are no more candidates for merging. The global phase starts with decomposing each DAG G i ∈ G into a set of input-to-output paths P i , where the set P = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n } stores the sets of paths corresponding to each DAG. Then, it looks for the candidate DAGs G i and G j to merge, by finding the pair of paths p x and p y , 1 ≤ x ≤ |P i |, 1 ≤ y ≤ |P j |, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i = j, such that they share the maximum area common subsequence MACSeq. Then, it merges G i and G j by sharing the nodes in MACSeq.
Finally, it replaces G i and G j by their merged version G . The local phase begins with new DAG G , and continues merging nodes inside G , trying to avoid creating cycles in the DAG G . To accommodate large graphs, enumeration of all paths should be replaced by a pruning heuristic that limits the set P to a reasonable size [20] . Hence, our implementation of the algorithm includes one such heuristic. First, we limit the size of the sets P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to 100 different paths per set, as estimated based on the size of the input DFGs and frequent overlaps among paths in the graphs. Then, to select good candidates for P i while enumerating the paths, the algorithm checks if a newly found path is a subsequence of the path already present in P i . If yes, the algorithm ignores it and continues enumerating. This way P i will contain the paths offering various MACSeq.
Since we already had the areas and delays of all DFG operators, we synthesized, placed, and routed multiplexers of various size using the same 65 nm standard cell library. These multiplexers were inserted in the datapath while merging. Then, we estimated the area of the merged datapath as the sum of areas of all operators and multiplexers, while conservatively still ignoring the area used for routing. To estimate the routing delay and the area of the array, we used the same methodology as in Section VII-F. Ideally, if DFGs within a group are perfectly merged, one would expect that the merged datapath is as large as the DFG reporting the maximum area utilization in Table II , with the addition of the area of the inserted multiplexers, but reduced for the area used for routing in the reconfigurable array. Since the area used for multiplexers is certainly less than the total area used for FPGA-like routing network in our reconfigurable arrays, we expect that for individual domains the area ratio should be less than 100/48 2.08, for any two domains less than 100/33 3.03, and for any three domains and all domains at once less than 100/30 3.33 (Table II) . The experimental results presented in Fig. 13 show that the array is up to 3× larger than the merged datapath, while for majority of the groupings this ratio is only up to 2.2. For two groups, G 2F and G 3C , area of the routing network was considerably higher than the area of the multiplexers in the merged datapath. To understand why, let us look at the size of the array generated for G 2F : it equals 13 rows × 24 columns. Group G 2F is the Fig. 13 . Area/delay ratio of the arrays generated from all DFGs in the group, with respect to those of the datapath obtained by merging the same DFGs. The array is usually around 2× larger except extreme cases, while the critical path delay of applications mapped onto it is in most cases up to 2× higher than the corresponding delay of the applications when run on merged datapath. The results are clustered by the number of domains in the group (Table II) .
union of groups G 1C and G 1D (Table II) , where G 1C needs an array of the size 5 × 24 and G 1D of the size 13 × 12. Obviously, the array created for G 2F introduces 50% of unused routing resources, so the area ratio is somewhat higher in this particular case. Fig. 13 also shows that the delay ratio is up to 2.5×, in most of the cases up to 2×. In total, the results indicate that our method succeeds in generating datapaths with a reasonable level of generality at speeds comparable to those of datapaths created by merging the DFGs-designs which have, arguably, practically no generality.
VIII. Related Work
Our algorithm for generating domain-specific reconfigurable arrays is motivated in part by the path-based datapath merging algorithm introduced by Brisk et al. [1] , which focuses on maximizing the area savings. The work by Zuluaga and Topham [2] differentiate from that of Brisk et al. [1] in that the former introduce new features-latency constraints, not directly related to this paper. These datapath-merging algorithms decompose each DFG into paths; paths from distinct DFGs are then merged using subsequence and substring matching techniques. Yet our approach is different; we attempt to generate one single path which is a minimum-cost supersequence of all the paths in all of the input DFGs. Besides, our goals are quite different: traditional datapath merging, although it introduces a form of multiplexer-based configurability in the datapath, aims at reducing the cost. We, on the other hand, aim at a pragmatic increase in flexibility for a moderate cost. Yehia et al. [21] presented an approach for graph merging in a wider system context covering both data-flow and control-flow graphs. They introduced additional operations, wires, and multiplexers to increase the similarity of initially dissimilar DFGs. Cong et al. [22] considered specific pattern recognition and selection techniques to intelligently select resources to be shared among graphs and produce datapaths with reduced interconnection costs. Like other prior datapath merging techniques, these did not introduce any further generality and the same considerations apply here as with previous work in merging.
Clark et al. [23] introduced a system to automatically identify and synthesize custom instruction set extensions, and two generalizations to enable more effective usage of the hardware units. First, they identified subsumed subgraphs, which recognized that many operators have an identity element to pass values through unmodified. Wildcarding introduced two different operations at the same node in a graph, which increased flexibility in a limited way, and thus preemptive wildcarding generalized a graph by more versatile operations-e.g., by replacing an ADD or SUB operation with an ADD/SUB unit. However, we introduce a flexible routing network as a much more general alternative to subsumed subgraphs; also, our approach to merging exploits preemptive wildcarding too.
Ansaloni et al. [24] introduced Expression-Grained Reconfigurable Arrays (EGRAs) based on combinational processing elements capable of computing entire arithmetic/logic subexpressions using multiple wired ALUs. They built a retargetable mapping toolchain which they used to explore the design space of the elementary cell in an EGRA, thus being able to adapt the architecture to the application domain. Our approach is less general, as our datapath nodes are dedicated operators, rather than more general ALUs; this increases efficiency and moves our solution closer to an ASIC implementation.
Ebeling et al. [25] introduced RaPiD, a coarse-grained configurable architecture for executing regular computationallyintensive applications. Similar to our array, RaPiD is composed of word-size computation units, but which are arranged along the 1-D axis. RaPiD limits applications to at most two reads and one write per cycle, while the 2-D nature of our array permits significantly more accesses per cycle, as required by stateof-the-art instruction set extension identification algorithms [4] . Routing in RaPiD is in the form of word-size segmented buses running parallel to the axis, similarly to the routing network between two neighboring rows in our array, but our network provides significantly more routing opportunities due to the introduction of horizontal and vertical routing channels. The RaPiD architecture was manually designed and tuned for a wide variety of circuits within the DSP domain, as well as the other relevant architectures such as PipeRench [26] , Pleiades [27] , or MorphoSys [28] . Instead, our method enables automated generation of configurable arrays based on the application domains selected by the designer.
Compton and Hauck [29] introduced the Totem tool to generate 1-D architectures similar in style to RaPiD. To achieve a more customized design, Totem varies the number and order of word-size computation units in a RaPiD-like array, and the length and the number of tracks in the routing channel. To select architectural components, the Totem takes the minimum number of each type of computation unit needed to implement all of the given circuits (one at a time), whereas our tool automatically infers an overhead in the number of components to accommodate larger datapaths not known at design time. Additionally, they constrain computation-unit types to be evenly distributed through the 1-D array, while our tool decides on a good distribution of the units using the path fusion procedure. Finally, Totem reports significantly higher number of word-size tracks in the routing channel (up to 34), while our array uses less tracks per channel, but provides higher routing opportunities thanks to the regular 2-D routing network. To estimate generality, they create the array from multiple synthetic circuits generated by profiling input netlists and add as many computation units as needed to accommodate these input netlists; then, they measure only the routability of the applications when mapped on the Totem array. Instead, we use real domain-specific application DFGs and test the true overall flexibility of our domain-specific arrays.
One important area that this paper does not attempt to address is the interface by which the processor supplies data to the datapath. This issue has been effectively addressed by others [30] , [31] , and any existing technique could be used, depending on the usage context of our datapath. It is an issue orthogonal to the organization of the array itself, common to practically all acceleration solutions. It is a still partially open problem but one which is complementary to our work.
IX. Conclusion
This paper described a methodology to automatically generate domain-specific coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays from a partially complete set of representative applications. The method automatically introduces generality into the array, which increases the likelihood that additional applications belonging to the same domain, or to a related domain, will map successfully onto it. In particular, this approach supports late design changes to the application software or to a mix of applications that are not fully known at design time. The experiments showed that the approach offers far greater flexibility than traditional ASIC merging, while providing far superior logic density in comparison to an FPGA. An additional advantage is the reduced design effort and time-to-market for future custom hardware accelerators. We strongly believe that current technology trends favor increased heterogeneity and acceleration technologies, which may not have been feasible, either economically or technologically, in prior eras. Thus, we conclude that our approach explores a new direction of great importance that will improve the process by which hardware acceleration technologies are conceived.
